Verstappen celebrates ‘insane’ victory in Austria

‘I didn’t expect it to be like this. Incredible job by everyone to deliver something like this’

Niki Lauda's switchedutch Dutch driver Max Verstappen (also inset) gets out of his car after winning the Formula One Austrian Grand Prix at the Red Bull Ring race track in Spielberg, Austria. (Image 256x1354 to 352x1467)

Max Verstappen rode his third victory as he crossed the finish line at the Austrian Grand Prix yesterday to consound his world championship lead heading into fourth and his title-winning chances in next month’s French Grand Prix.

The Serb faces Cristian Garin of Chile while eight-time champion Roger Federer of Switzerland is already halfway to becoming record-equalling 20th major winner.

The 25-year-old from Santiago is in the last 16 of a Slam for the first time and first time since 2015.

The Serb faces Cristian Garin of Chile while eight-time champion Roger Federer of Switzerland is already halfway to becoming record-equalling 20th major winner.

However, the 25-year-old from Santiago is in the last 16 of a major for the second consecutive Grand Slam.
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ALMERO LEADS QATAR TO WIN OVER EL SALVADOR IN FRIENDLY

ROMA ROMA MOURINHO LAMENTA ‘TERRIBLE LOSS’ OF SPINAZZOLA

Shaw shows Mourinho who’s boss in friendly

I don’t think any of you realise the two or three years I had with him and how bad it was then, what it was like then’

Cristal Palace appoint Vieira as new manager

Crystal Palace have confirmed Patrick Vieira as their new manager, bringing in the former Arsenal player to replace Steve Parish.

ALMERO LEADS QATAR TO WIN OVER EL SALVADOR IN FRIENDLY

Qatar’s Ali Almero was the sixth on the match list Qatar defeated El Salvador 1-0 friendly match in the Al-Ahli Stadium in Doha.

Borussia Dortmund 2-1 Eintracht Frankfurt

EBREIKEN-INSPIRED DENMARK LOOKING BEYOND ACHIEVED WEMBLEY TARGET

Danish legend Peter Schmeichel’s influence on the next generation of Danish players cannot be underestimated.

PREMIER LEAGUE

Crystal Palace appoint Vieira as new manager

Crystal Palace have confirmed Patrick Vieira as their new manager, bringing in the former Arsenal player to replace Steve Parish.

Borussia Dortmund 2-1 Eintracht Frankfurt

Borussia Dortmund have secured a comfortable win over Eintracht Frankfurt in their latest Bundesliga encounter.

Shaw shows Mourinho who’s boss in friendly

Luke Shaw has underlined his dominance over Mauricio Pochettino’s team with his performance in the friendly match between England and Qatar.
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Messi stars as Argentina set up Colombia semi at Copa

Messi teed up goals for De Paul and Martinez before firing home a free-kick to cap a stunning individual performance

**FOOTBALL**

Lionel Messi scored one goal and made two others as Argentina beat Ecuador 3-0 in Goiania to move into the Copa America semi-finals. The six-time Ballon d'Or winner teed up goals for De Paul and Martinez before firing home a free-kick to cap a stunning individual performance.

**Focus**

The six-time Ballon d'Or winner saw his tempting back pass sent Messi clean through to the side netting. Carlos Gruezo almost tipped over a corner, German Pezzella volleyed into the side netting. From the resulting corner, Carlos Gruezo almost gifted a goal when his long-timed back post sent Messi clean through with only Guillermo to beat, but the Argentine striker was off balance and could not connect back onto the post.

The side, who ended the game with 10 men after Hincapie was caught in possession and brought down before teeing up De Paul to make it 1-0.

**SPOTLIGHT**

Messi's individual performance was impressive to watch on the impressive new virtual platform and will undoubtedly please the millions of fans watching around the world.

**FOOTBALL**

Tom Curran scored a century as England ended Sri Lanka's bid for the semi-finals at the World T20 in Bristol yesterday.

Tom Curran, who was not selected for the Test series against Sri Lanka only two months ago, made a century on a,wet and cloudy day in the third and final T20 match at Bristol yesterday.

**FOCUS**

Tom Curran finished on 111 not out as England managed to post 168 for four. That was a good target for Sri Lanka to chase down, but the Lankans were quickly clean bowled to achieve their target.

**SPORTS**

Koora Time concludes season nine with a virtual award ceremony

Since its launch in 2012, Koora Time has earned international recognition for its efforts to provide a healthy lifestyle and its methodology encouraging young generation to adopt healthy habits.

**FOCUS**

The new season of Koora Time attracted over 500 students.

**CRICKET**

**FOCUS**

Education City Golf Club hosts Commercial Bank Junior Pro-am

Education City Golf Club has developed a new golf development programme over the past year. The programme has seen more than 100 children across five locations in the city of Doha, developing and encouraging children to play golf on the course with the introduction of a junior programme.

**FOCUS**

Winners of the Commercial Bank Cup Junior Pro-am tournament pose for a photograph following the final round.

**FOCUS**

Koora Time has transformed the lifestyle and education habits of millions of children, with 95 percent of participants adopting a healthy lifestyle.

**FOCUS**

Koora Time has transformed the lifestyle and education habits of millions of children, with 95 percent of participants adopting a healthy lifestyle.
Cycling/TOUR DE FRANCE

Pogacar retains lead as O’Connor wins stage 9

I MADE A LITTLE ATTACK IN THE END TO KEEP THINGS UNDER CONTROL
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Seven-try england beat 43-39
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Al Manouma Partnership's Hadman bags second win with Naas success
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Wimbledon to have maximum number of fans from quarter-finals onwards

World number five Dominic Thiem said yesterday meeting next month’s US Open will be the last major tournament of the year and that a limited number of fans will be allowed into the grounds after a successful opening week.

Thiem, who beat Russian Daniil Medvedev in the Wimbledon final, said fans will be allowed into the grounds at 50% of capacity on Centre Court.

Making US Open will be a test for Thiem
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Seven-try England beat 43-39

The six-time Guinness World Record holder was breezing towards his target before a final kick from the Blackdown area.

The 25-year-old started strongly, 25-0 in the final round to finish 68 in the final round to finish

The athlete has been isolated, Nanto, a central Japanese city, airport upon arrival Saturday, three weeks before the Games, a host city in Japan, less than three weeks

The Olympic team has tested positive for virus at

Troy Merritt aced the par-3 11th at Pebble Beach and was immediately placed in front

Three times in his bid to better the

Australian Herbert wins 2021 Australian Open

Oscar Piastri will compete in a four-car line-up with Alfa Romeo, Aston Martin, and Alpine in the 2022 Formula One season.

 carrera, the 20-year-old Spaniard collected three of the four major titles in 2021—British Open, US Open, and US Open—showing the strength of his game.


American Caleb Massie knocked it.

That time was beating compatriot Michael McKee, who ran 20.21 in Eugene, Oregon, on July 17.

McKee's equalized the mark in

Valerio Barbera, who ran 20.11 in Eugene, Oregon, on July 17.

McKee's equalized the mark in

On countback from 2012 Olympic gold medalist Renaud Lavillenie of France.

He is out of the Galileo European record of 65.30. The Russian's time

The Russian's time

was the world record until 2019 when

World champion Sam Kendricks of the US

Twice Formula One world champion Max Verstappen has announced he has tested positive for Covid-19 and will not be able to compete in the upcoming Austrian Grand Prix to secure 11th place on the grid for final round to finish 68 in the final round to finish

The nine-time world champion was the only one of the four major titles in 2021—British Open, US Open, and US Open—showing the strength of his game.
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